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1. Introduction

Sellers of almost any product or service rarely keep their prices constant through time and frequently offer price discounts or sales. For example, Zhao (2006) documents empirically the existence of significant temporal price variation in several product categories in the grocery channel. Practitioners often justify the offering of sales as a way to “stimulate early purchase” (Kotler and Keller 2006, p. 452), redraw attention to a product, or allow the consumer to learn “about the performance of the brand” (Blattberg and Neslin 1990, p. 118). In fact, some authors go on to claim that “most promotional pricing . . . is intended to induce buyers to try a product” (Nagle 1987, p. 196), and past research has often distinguished between trial and post-trial purchases (e.g., Silk and Urban 1978).

This paper examines this explanation by considering a model where consumers can be uncertain about their valuation for a product, and are only willing to try it, and find out about how much the product fits their preferences, if the product is priced at a sufficiently low level (the sale). The consumers that learn that their product fit is high are then willing to pay more for the product, and the firm may then be able to charge a high (regular) price and get these informed consumers to buy the product. The possibility of consumers learning about the product then gives incentives for a firm to temporarily cut its price to induce the consumers to try and learn about the product. However, over time consumers may forget about how much they value the product. Consumers can be seen as more likely to forget about the value of the product for categories with longer purchase cycles, for products with which consumers have less involvement, or for products with greater complexity. With the passing of time the number of consumers that have forgotten about how much they value the product may become so high that it again pays off for the firm to cut its price to induce these consumers to try the product again, and be reminded of their valuation for the product. The existence of consumer forgetting (in addition to learning) can then lead to temporary sales/price cuts that are repeated through time after periods where the firm charges high (regular) prices.1 The rate at which consumers forget about their product valuation then determines

1 Equivalently to forgetting, some consumers may leave the market and other consumers may enter the market who are uninformed about their product valuations. Because in many markets where sales are observed we may not see a substantial number of consumers leaving or coming into the market, we keep the “forgetting” interpretation throughout the paper. Another equivalent interpretation is some consumers changing preferences, with the change of preferences not allowing them to figure out if the product is a good fit to the new preferences. These alternative interpretations are further discussed below in greater detail. For further discussion on
the rate at which the number of uninformed consumers increases, and therefore when the firm is again tempted to lower the price to induce the uninformed consumers to retry the product. Given the rate of forgetting, one can then obtain what is the optimal time interval between successive sales, with higher rates of forgetting leading to more-frequent sales.

Another important dimension to consider is that in most markets sales last for longer than the minimum amount of time necessary for a firm to cut its price and then raise it back again. For example, in the grocery channel, a sale/pric e cut does not last for only one day or one week, but typically lasts for two or four weeks. This means that if this consumer learning and forgetting features are a reasonable explanation of sales, then they must also provide an explanation for the length of a sale. In fact, if both consumer instantaneous learning about their valuation for a product is not possible and there are menu costs of changing prices, it turns out that a sale needs to last longer than the minimum amount of time necessary for a firm to cut its price and raise it back again, for the firm to build up sufficiently the stock of consumers who are informed about their product valuation. Then, the rate at which consumers learn about the product valuation can determine the time interval during which the product is on sale, with faster learning leading to shorter time intervals when a sale is in place. Another interesting aspect to investigate is what happens when a seller carries more than one product, and whether it should stagger the sales of the products sold, or offer all sales simultaneously.

In Villas-Boas and Villas-Boas (2006)—an earlier version of this paper—we argue that in this case, when there are some consumers that have high preference for some brands and some consumers that are indifferent between the brands, there is a force toward offering sales simultaneously. This allows the seller not to offer too many sales for the consumers that are relatively indifferent across brands. Note also that given price series data, one can infer the market characteristics discussed above.2

Several theories have been presented to explain sales. Given demand uncertainty, if firms make orders before demand is realized, then they may have to cut prices to move inventory if realized demand falls short of expectations (e.g., Lazear 1986, Pashigian 1988), or when learning about demand (e.g., Aghion et al. 1991). Other authors have argued that firms may use sales to price discriminate between high valuation-high inventory costs and low valuation-low inventory costs consumers (e.g., Blattberg et al. 1981, Jeuland and Narasimhan 1985). Another explanation that has been presented relies on different price information by consumers, or a discrete number of segments with different preferences across products, to generate mixed price strategy equilibria in competition, which can be interpreted as sales (e.g., Shilony 1977, Varian 1980, Rosenthal 1980). There is also a literature explaining sales in durable goods through the existence of generations of consumers coming into the market every period, and where sales are offered to sell to the accumulated stock of low-valuation consumers who wait for a sale (e.g., Conlisk et al. 1984, Sobel 1991), and a literature on competition with homogeneous switching costs, where equilibrium stochastically time-dependent prices can also be interpreted as sales (e.g., Padilla 1995, Anderson et al. 2004). Neither of these explanations, although capturing important market situations, corresponds to the anecdotal explanation provided by practitioners that is described above, of offering price promotions to induce trial. Furthermore, there may be market situations in grocery markets where none of these explanations may apply, or may be empirically important.5

The paper most related to the analysis presented here is Bergemann and Välimäki (2006). Bergemann and Välimäki (2006) consider monopoly pricing with experience goods in continuous time and distinguish between two situations: (1) when the uninformed consumers expected valuation is low compared to the optimal monopoly price to the informed consumers, such that prices start out low and rise through time; (2) when the uninformed consumers expected valuation is high compared to the optimal monopoly price, such that prices start out high and decline through time. More related to this paper, §VI of Bergemann and Välimäki (2006) considers the case where at each moment in time some consumers leave the market and are replaced by new consumers (which is an empirical test can be found in Villas-Boas (1995). For an empirical analysis of the independence through time of price promotions, see Rao et al. (1995). See also Rao (1991) for a model distinguishing regular prices and price promotions, Anderson and Simester (1998) for a model presenting a role for sale signs, and Kuksov (2004) for the potential effects of search costs on the consumers’ knowledge of prices charged.

3 See, for example, Macé and Neslin (2004) for some empirical evidence of the effects of such consumer behavior at the time of promotions.


5 It would be interesting to empirically investigate the relative relevance of the different explanations for sales.

---

2 In Villas-Boas and Villas-Boas (2006) we argue that, in fact, given the length of the sales periods and the interval between sales, one can make inferences, given the preference model, about the rates of learning and forgetting in the market. There, we also present some estimates for supermarket categories of the rates of learning and forgetting using such inferences.
equivalent interpretation to learning and forgetting, as discussed above). Bergemann and Välimäki (2006) show that in case (1) above, the steady-state equilibrium involves the firm charging a high price with some probability (the price only for the informed consumers), and a low price with the complementary probability (the price that also attracts the uninformed consumers). The fact that the low price is charged with some probability can be interpreted as a sale to attract the uninformed consumers. This paper concentrates on case (1) above, the uninformed consumers expected valuation is low compared to the optimal monopoly price to the informed consumers, and can be seen as applying the Bergemann and Välimäki (2006) type of analysis to gain insights on price promotions. In relation to Bergemann and Välimäki (2006), the paper first considers a simple two-period overlapping generations model to derive the result that temporary sales are offered (price cycles). Second, the paper considers a longer time horizon in discrete time with immediate learning after the first experience, to focus on the properties of the interval of time between successive sales (related to the probability of sale above). Third, the paper considers a continuous-time version with gradual learning (as considered in Bergemann and Välimäki 2006) and adds menus costs of changing prices to generate the result that the period of time when the seller offers sales (or charges a high price) lasts for some time. As discussed above, this fits reality better, because sales are typically offered for some length of time (e.g., several promotions last up to four weeks or longer), and not only for the minimum time period needed to cut and raise prices (which could be seen as less than a day or a week). Fourth, the analysis extends itself to obtain results for the case in which the seller carries more than one product (Villas-Boas and Villas-Boas 2006).

Three other papers are closely related to the results presented here: Doyle (1986), Narasimhan (1988b), and Freimer and Horsky (2003). Doyle (1986) considers a free-entry competition model with some consumers leaving, and some consumers entering the market in every period, where new (firms) entrants offer and advertise low prices, and then keep the consumers that found a good fit in future periods. In contrast, this paper can be seen as arguing that competition or advertising is not necessary for the existence of sales when consumers learn about their preferences for the products through experience. Narasimhan (1988b) presents a model where consumers only try the product if the price is low enough, but once having tried the product, consumers are willing to purchase at a higher price. “New triers” decline due to attrition, and the model results in temporary sales and some of the price dynamics shown here. This can be seen as a trial-repeat model where price promotions are used to induce trial. In relation to Narasimhan, this paper formalizes the consumer preferences, allowing consumers to be strategic (which has implications on sale prices, and time interval between sales); studies the issue of the optimal duration of a sale; and can be easily extended to consider the multiproduct firm. Furthermore, the paper formalizes what is learned through trial, and how low prices can induce purchases given the consumer expectations over what can be learned, and explains the higher prices after consumers become informed. Freimer and Horsky (2003) argue that consumer learning may lead to the existence of sales with a model of lagged purchase effects, and show properties of the demand function such that temporary sales are optimal. These properties of the demand function are not directly linked in that paper to what consumers learn through experience. In contrast, this paper formalizes the consumer preferences and the learning behavior, and studies the optimal interval between sales, and the duration of a sale. The paper also shows that competition is not essential for the existence of sales with consumer learning. Table 1 summarizes this discussion highlighting the relation of the paper with this literature.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a simple model illustrating that sales can exist in equilibrium with consumer learning and forgetting. Section 3 looks at the optimal interval between sales; §4 considers the issue of the optimal length of a sale. Finally, §5 concludes. The proofs are in the technical appendix, which is provided in the e-companion.6

6 An electronic companion to this paper is available as part of the online version that can be found at http://mansci.journal.informs.org/.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Summary of Relation of the Paper with Existing Literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price promotions interpretation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doyle (1986)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narasimhan (1988b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freimer and Horsky (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergemann and Välimäki (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This paper</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. A Simple Model of Sales with Learning and Forgetting

This section presents a simple model illustrating how consumer learning and forgetting may lead to the existence of sales in a market. Consider a monopolist selling a nondurable, nonstorable product in every period of an infinite number of periods to a market of mass one. In each period the monopolist sets a price and consumers decide whether to buy or not, given the information that they have. The marginal cost of production is zero. A fraction $\alpha$ of consumers derives utility $u$ of consuming the product, whereas a fraction $1 - \alpha$ derives utility zero. Consumers can either be informed or not informed about their utility for the product. They are informed if they consumed the product in the previous period and did not forget about the information since then. They are uninformed if they either did not consume the product in the last period, or consumed it and forgot about the information since then. Consumers forget their information every two periods, one half in the odd periods, one half in the even periods.\(^7\) Consumers are assumed to be risk neutral. We are looking for the Markov-perfect equilibria, that is, the subgame perfect equilibria where the players’ actions only depend on the payoff-relevant state variables.

With this demand structure the optimal price for the informed consumers is $u$, whereas the price to attract the uninformed consumers is strictly less than $u$. This is the case in Bergemann and Välimäki (2006), where the uninformed consumers expected valuation, $au$, is low compared to the optimal monopoly price to the informed consumers, $u$.\(^4\) In this section we are looking for an equilibrium, where the seller alternates between selling to the uninformed consumers, and selling only to the informed consumers. Because the optimal price when selling only to the informed consumers is $u$, the uninformed consumers when deciding whether to buy the product know that even if they have a good experience, in the next period they will have zero surplus. That means that the uninformed consumers only buy if the price is below or equal to $au$, and, therefore, the optimal price when attracting the uninformed consumers is $au$. The equilibrium would then be with alternating prices between the regular price $u$ and the sale price $au$.

Let us now investigate whether there are no profitable deviations from this possible equilibrium. Denote by $V(x)$ the net present value of profits for the monopolist if there is a fraction $x$ of consumers informed about the product among the consumers that did not forget any information that they might have had from the last period. Consider a period where in the beginning of the period no consumer is informed about the product. Then, if the firm charges a price equal to $au$, it gets a net present value of profits equal to $au + \delta V(1)$, whereas if it charges any price strictly above $au$, no consumer buys this period and the firm gets a net present value of profits equal to $0 + \delta V(0)$, where $\delta$ is the discount factor. Charging a price of $au$ is better if $au + \delta [V(1) - V(0)] \geq 0$.

Consider now a period where in the beginning of the period all the consumers who did not forget any information that they might have (one half of the market) are informed about the product. Then, if the firm charges a price of $u$, it gets a demand in that period of the consumers that did not forget and had a good experience with the product, $\alpha/2$. The net present value of profits would then be $au/2 + \delta V(0)$. If the firm deviated and charged a price of $au$, it would get a demand in that period of the consumers that did not forget and had a good experience with the product, $\alpha/2$, plus the consumers that forgot any prior information that they had, $1/2$, for a total demand of $(1 + \alpha)/2$. The net present value of profits would then be $a(1 + \alpha)u/2 + \delta V(1)$. Charging a price of $u$ is better if $\alpha^2u/2 + \delta [V(1) - V(0)] < 0$.

Given the candidate equilibrium strategies, price of $u$ if $x = 1$, and price of $au$ if $x = 0$, we have $V(0) = au((1 + \delta/2)/(1 - \delta^2))$ and $V(1) = au((1/2 + \delta)/(1 - \delta^2))$. Checking the no-deviation conditions above, one can then obtain that no deviations are profitable from the candidate equilibrium if $\alpha \leq \delta/(1 + \delta)$. That is, under this condition we get that the monopolist optimal behavior involves sales every two periods at the low price, $au$. In the next section, we show that this equilibrium with successive temporary sales is the natural equilibrium to consider when consumers forget at random time periods (and possibly less frequently on average).

\(^7\) As noted above, this could be equally interpreted as a model of overlapping generations of consumers, each living for two periods.

\(^4\) Note that in a two-point distribution of the consumer experiences we could still get the other case in Bergemann and Välimäki (2006), the uninformed consumers expected valuation being high compared to the optimal monopoly price for the informed consumers. To see this, just make the poor experience different from zero, say $y$. Then, if $y$ is high enough (but below $u$), the optimal monopoly price for the informed consumers is $u$, which is lower than the uninformed consumers expected valuation, $au + (1 - \alpha)y$. Note also that in the current model with $y = 0$, the firm is indifferent between all consumers being informed about their valuations, or all consumers being uninformed, because both yield the same profit of $au$ (as some of the informed consumers realize that they value the product at zero). If $y > 0$, the profit of all consumers being uninformed would be greater than the profit of all consumers being informed, given that consumers are assumed to be risk neutral.
3. The Time Interval Between Sales

In this section, we discuss the question of the optimal time interval between sales. In order to study this question, we now consider a variation of the model above, where in each period a fraction $1 - \beta$ of the consumers forget about any information that they might have. The idea is that if the rate of forgetting, $1 - \beta$, is small enough, the seller might prefer to keep the price high longer (as compared to just one period in the section above), because there are few consumers to inform about the product. If consumers are in the market every period, one may argue that consumers are unlikely to forget about product fit, $1 - \beta$ is small. The results below follow along because the rate of forgetting is not zero. Alternatively, as suggested above, $1 - \beta$ could be seen as the rate at which consumers leave and come into the market, or the rate at which consumer preferences or product characteristics may change from period to period.\(^9\)

As discussed in the next section, not having immediate learning can be interpreted as consumers not being in the market in every period, which can potentially lead to more forgetting. Consumers can be seen as more likely to forget about the value of the product for categories with longer purchase cycles, for products for which consumers have less involvement, or for products with greater complexity.

Consider first the price to be charged such that only the informed consumers buy the product. In that case, the maximum that can be charged is $p$, and any informed consumer buys as long as the price is below or equal to $u$. Then, the optimal price to be charged when selling only to the informed consumers is $u$. Consider now the price to be charged such that the uninformed consumers are also willing to buy the product. Denote it by $p$. Note first that after $p$ is charged, all consumers become informed about the product. Therefore, because we are restricting attention to Markov-perfect equilibria, the sequence of prices that follow the price $p$ is always the same, and independent of the history up to the price $p$ being charged. This also implies that the highest price $p$ at which the uninformed consumers are willing to buy is independent of the history of the market. The equilibrium will then involve the firm charging the price $p$ every $T$ periods, with the price $u$ charged in-between attracting only the informed consumers that value the product. That is, after all consumers are informed, the seller charges a price of $u$ during $T - 1$ periods, after which it charges the price $p$, all consumers become informed again, and the cycle restarts. The number of periods $T$ between sales is the object of this section.

Before analyzing $T$, note first that the highest price $p$ at which the uninformed consumers are willing to buy is such that the expected net present value of utilities of an uninformed consumer buying the product is zero. After paying the price $p$, the consumer can expect to obtain with probability $\alpha$ a utility of $u$ today, plus a sequence every $T$ periods of $u - p$ for as long as the consumer does not forget his information. Note that when the seller charges a price of $u$, the consumer has zero surplus. Formally, the condition for $p$ is then $\alpha u - p + \alpha(u - p)(\delta \beta)^T (1/(1 - (\delta \beta)^T)) \geq 0$, which results in

$$p = \frac{\alpha u}{1 - (1 - \alpha)\delta^T \beta^T}. \quad (1)$$

The sale price $p$ that attracts the uninformed consumers is greater than the expected utility of consumption in a period, $\alpha u$, because, once informed, the consumer has the potential of getting a positive surplus in future periods when the seller again offers a sale. This gain of being informed is greater the shorter the time interval to the next sale, the lower the rate of forgetting, and the greater the discount factor $\delta$.

Consider now the equilibrium interval between sales, $T$. Let $x_t$ be the fraction of consumers that is informed at time $t$, and $V(x_t)$ the net present value of profits at time $t$, if the fraction of consumers informed at time $t$ is $x_t$. Consider a time period $t$ where the firm is deciding between offering the sale in that period, or waiting one period and offering the sale in the next period. By offering the sale in period $t$, the net present value of profits is $p(\alpha x_t + 1 - x_t) + \delta V(\beta)$, because the fraction of informed consumers in period $t + 1$ will be $\beta$, after all consumers become informed in period $t$. By delaying the sale for one period, the net present value of profits in period $t$ is $\alpha x_t u + \delta p(\alpha \beta x_t + 1 - \beta x_t) + \delta^2 V(\beta)$. By equalizing these two terms, one can obtain the level of the state variable $x_t$ such that the firm chooses to offer the sale. Except for integer issues related to $T$, one can obtain the equilibrium interval between sales by making $x_t = \beta^T$ in that equality, i.e.,

$$\alpha \beta^T u + \delta p(\alpha \beta^{T+1} + 1 - \beta^{T+1}) = p(\alpha \beta^T + 1 - \beta^T) + \delta(1 - \delta)V(\beta). \quad (2)$$

Finally, to complete the derivation of the time interval between sales $T$, we need to obtain $V(\beta)$, the net present value of profits after a period in which a sale was offered. Because the time interval between sales is $T$, we can have $V(\beta) = \alpha \beta u + \delta \alpha \beta^2 u + \delta^2 \alpha \beta^3 u + \cdots + \delta^{T-2} \alpha \beta^{T-1} u + \delta^{T-1} p(\alpha \beta^T + 1 - \beta^T) + \delta^T V(\beta)$,
from which one can obtain
\[
V(\beta) = \frac{1}{1-\delta} \cdot \left[ a\beta u \frac{1-(\delta\beta)^{T-1}}{1-\delta\beta} + \delta^{T-1}p(a\beta^T+1-\beta^T) \right].
\] (3)

Putting together (1)–(3), one can obtain the equilibrium time interval between sales \( T \) and do comparative statics of the model parameters. This statement of the market equilibrium and the comparative statics results are presented in the following proposition.

**Proposition 1.** The market equilibrium involves sales every \( T \) periods, where \( T \) is obtained from (1)–(3). For the discount factor \( \delta \) close to one and \( \beta \) large, the time interval between sales \( T \) is greater, the lower the rate of forgetting \( 1 - \beta \), the lower the probability of product fit \( \alpha \), and the lower the discount factor \( \delta \). Under the same conditions, the discount price \( p \) is decreasing in the rate of forgetting \( 1 - \beta \), and increasing in the probability of product fit \( \alpha \) and in the discount factor \( \delta \).

The lower the rate of forgetting, the more consumers remain informed through time, and, therefore, the less need there is to offer a sale for the uninformed consumers to be willing to try the product. Furthermore, a lower rate of forgetting leads to a higher benefit of being informed, which yields a smaller discount needed for the sale price. The greater the probability of product fit, the greater the share of the informed consumers who can buy the product, leading to a greater incentive to offer a sale, and a reduced need to cut the discount price. A greater discount factor yields fewer relative benefits of offering a sale because the present value of the future profits are not too hurt by delaying the sale. Similarly, because the present value of the benefits of learning about the product is greater with a greater discount factor, the firm can then offer a smaller discount on the sale price.\(^{10} \) In order to have a sense of the equilibrium number of periods between sales, consider pricing decisions per week, a yearly interest rate of 4\%, leading to \( \delta = 0.999 \) (per week), a rate of forgetting of 1\% per week (a yearly forgetting rate of 40\%), leading to \( \beta = 0.99 \), and a probability of product fit \( \alpha = 10\% \). This would then lead to an equilibrium number of weeks between sales of nine weeks. The pattern of evolution through time of prices and unit sales generated by this model seems to fit some product categories well, generating, in addition, a pattern of evolution for the fraction of informed consumers.

\(^{10} \) The comparative statics presented are for the region of the parameter values stated in the proposition. We numerically checked other parameter values and obtained the same comparative statics results.

Note that the results above present the equilibrium time interval between sales when the seller cannot commit to a sequence of prices. The seller, when making a decision of whether or not to offer the sale, has to take as given its, and the consumers', best-response behavior in the future. That is, the seller has to take as given the highest price \( p \) needed to attract the informed consumers to try the product. This is represented by condition (2), which can be seen as representing the maximum of \( V(\beta) \) in (3) over \( T \), while taking \( p \) as fixed. The optimum commitment interval between sales would result from the maximization of (3), while taking into account that \( p \) is a function of \( T \). Because \( p \) is decreasing in \( T \), that is, the price to attract the uninformed consumers has to be lower if the possibilities of getting a lower price in the future are less frequent, the optimal commitment interval between sales is lower than the noncommitment interval between sales. This result is intuitive: in the noncommitment case, consumers are concerned about trying the product because they will be charged a high price later on, and, ex post, it is in the best interest of the seller to charge such a high price. This result of the commitment time interval between sales being smaller than the one in equilibrium can be seen as similar to the Bergemann and Välimäki (2006) result in that the probability of offering a sale is greater under commitment than under noncommitment. The comparative statics results above, of the equilibrium time interval between sales with respect to the rate of forgetting and the discount factor, can also be seen as similar to the same comparative statics of the probability of offering a sale in Bergemann and Välimäki (2006), with the probability of offering a sale in that paper increasing in the discount factor and in the rate of forgetting.

4. The Duration of a Sale

In the previous section, sales lasted only for one period, or equivalently, for the shortest amount of time that the seller can have between lowering and raising the price back again. However, in the real world, sales last longer than the minimum amount of time needed for two successive price changes. To study this question of the duration of a sale, we restrict attention to continuous time (in order to get sharper results), and introduce gradual learning, and menu costs of changing prices. For time periods when price is high, the equation describing the evolution of the set of informed consumers in continuous time is determined, as above, by a constant rate of forgetting among informed consumers, to obtain \( dx/dt = \dot{x} = -(1 - \beta)x \), where \( \beta < 1 \) (and \( \beta \) can
be negative). For time periods when the price is low, attracting uninformed consumers, the equation describing the evolution of the set of informed consumers under gradual learning (as a constant fraction of the set of uninformed consumers) is $\dot{x} = \lambda(1 - x) - (1 - \beta)x$, where $\lambda$ represents the learning parameter. When $\lambda$ approaches infinity, learning is infinitely fast, and we are back in the model of the previous section where the main issue was the time interval between sales. This model of gradual learning is the same as the one considered in Bergemann and Välimäki (2006). Gradual learning could be justified either because consumers only feel the need for the product at some moments in time (and they only learn when they feel the need, and experiment with the product), or because consumers do not always learn about their fit when they try the product.

In this model, to get the result of a positive duration of a sale, one needs both gradual learning and menu costs of changing prices. With positive menu costs but without gradual learning, the optimal strategy for the seller would be to simply cut and raise prices infinitely fast when offering a sale. With gradual learning but without menu costs, the optimal strategy for the seller in steady state is to offer a sale at each moment in time with some probability (“chattering,” the term used in the context of advertising pulsing, e.g., Mahajan and Muller 1986, Villas-Boas 1993, or instantaneous price promotions and regular prices), because the decrease in the measure of informed consumers is greater just after the sale (proportional to the measure of informed consumers), and the increase in the measure of informed consumers is greater when the sale starts (proportional to the measure of uninformed consumers). This is the case considered in Bergemann and Välimäki (2006). Below, we briefly discuss other possible model formulations without menu costs that would yield a positive duration of sales.

Note first that the uninformed consumers at the end of the sale period are only willing to purchase the product if the sale price is $au$, because the probability of them learning their valuation approaches zero. This means that the sale price has to be $au$. Let $k/2$ be the costs incurred each time the seller changes its price. Let $r$ be the continuous-time interest rate. In an optimal strategy after charging the low price for some time, the threshold fraction of informed consumer when the seller switches to the high price is always the same. Let it be $x_h$. From this point on, the market is in steady state with cycles of fixed length, let it be $T$. In the first part of the cycle after $x_h$, the seller charges the high price $u$. Let us denote the fraction of the cycle when the high price is charged as $z$, such that the first part of the cycle has length $zT$. In the second part of the cycle, the seller charges the low price $au$. This second part of the cycle lasts for $(1 - z)T$ time periods.

The net present value of profits after $x_h$ is reached and the price has changed to the high price is

$$V(x_h) = \frac{1}{1 - e^{-rt}} \left\{ \int_0^{zT} au x e^{rt} dt - \frac{k}{2} e^{-rT} \right. + \left. \int_{zT}^T au (ax + 1 - x) dt - \frac{k}{2} e^{-rT} \right\},$$

(4)

where $\dot{x} = -(1 - \beta)x$ for $0 \leq t < zT$, and $\dot{x} = \lambda(1 - x) - (1 - \beta)x$ for $zT \leq t < T$, where the time $t$ is zero at the beginning of the cycle considered. From this we obtain $x = x_h e^{-(1 - \beta)t}$ for $0 \leq t < zT$, and $x = (x_h e^{-(1 - \beta)t - zT} - 1)/(1 + \lambda - \beta) + \lambda/(1 + \lambda - \beta)$ for $zT \leq t < T$. Because we know that at the end of the cycle the fraction of the informed consumers is the same as at the beginning of the cycle, we can obtain

$$x_h = \frac{\lambda}{1 + \lambda - \beta} \frac{1 - e^{-(1 + \lambda - \beta)(1 - z)T}}{1 - e^{-(1 + \lambda - \beta)zT}},$$

(5)

from which one can obtain for $z$ and $\beta$ close to one that $x_h$ is decreasing in $T$, $z$, and increasing in $\lambda$ and $\beta$. The result on $T$ comes from, as discussed above, considering learning proportional to the measure of uninformed consumers, and forgetting proportional to the measure of informed consumers, yielding shorter cycles to be better. The results on $z$, $\beta$, and $\lambda$ are straightforward: longer periods with a high price, more forgetting, and slower learning all lead to less-informed consumers. Maximizing $V(x_h)$ with respect to $z$ and $T$ one obtains the optimal cycle length, and the optimal duration of the sale period, $(1 - z)T$. The following result presents some of the comparative statics with respect to the optimal $z$ and $T$.

**Proposition 2.** Suppose $k$ is small. The optimal duration of the cycle $T$ is increasing in the menu costs $k$, and when $k \to 0$, the optimal duration of the cycle $T$ converges to zero, but more slowly than $k$. When $k \to 0$, the fraction $z$ of the duration of the cycle with the high price converges to $1/(\lambda)(2 - \beta - \sqrt{(1 - \beta)^2 + (1 - \beta)(1 + \lambda - \beta)/(1 - \alpha)}).$ The optimal fraction $z$ of the duration of the cycle with the high price is decreasing in the forgetting rate $(1 - \beta),$
the learning rate $\lambda$, and the probability of good fit $\alpha$. For the optimal $z$ close to one, the optimal duration of the cycle $T$ is decreasing in the forgetting rate $(1-\beta)$, the learning rate $\lambda$, the probability of good fit $\alpha$, the utility of good fit $u$, and the interest rate $r$.

The effect of menu costs $k$ on the optimal duration of the cycle $T$ results from the savings of menu costs of changing prices less often. When the menu costs get closer to zero, the optimal duration of the cycle approaches zero, approaches "chattering," or instantaneous price promotions and regular prices, as argued above (if $z < 1$, the interesting case). Consider now the comparative statics on the fraction $z$ of time of the cycle when the high price is charged. Intuitively, the more consumers forget, the less appealing it is for the firms to keep the high prices, because the number of informed consumers decreases faster. Interestingly, the faster consumers learn, the more it pays for the firm to keep the price low in order for more consumers to have an opportunity to learn about their fit. Finally, the greater the probability of fit, the less the price needs to be cut to attract the uninformed consumers, and, therefore, it is more appealing for the seller to keep the lower price for a longer period. These comparative statics on $z$ are similar to the ones in Bergemann and Välimäki (2006) for the probability of offering a sale.

Consider now the comparative statics on the optimal duration of the cycle. The more consumers forget, the more important it is to cut the prices to attract the uninformed consumers, leading to a shorter duration of the cycle. Similarly, the faster consumers learn, the faster the number of informed consumers increases when the price is low, leading the firm to raise the price sooner, a shorter duration of the cycle. The greater the probability of good fit and the greater the utility, the bigger the size of the market, and, therefore, in relative terms it is like the menu costs are lower, leading to a shorter duration of the cycle. Finally, the more patient (lower $r$) the seller is, the more it is willing to have a longer cycle. Combining the effects on $z$ and $T$, we can see the effects of the different variables on the duration of the sale $(1-z)T$.

**Proposition 3.** Consider the menu cost $k$ parameter small. Then, for the optimal $z$ close to one, the optimal duration of a sale $(1-z)T$ is increasing in the forgetting rate $(1-\beta)$, the learning rate $\lambda$, and the probability of good fit $\alpha$, and decreasing in the utility of good fit $u$, and the interest rate $r$.

When the forgetting rate increases, the number of uninformed consumers decreases faster, and therefore, the seller has to offer a longer sale period in order to replenish the stock of informed consumers. At the same time, when either the learning rate or the probability of good fit increases, the seller finds it more appealing to extend the length of the sale period, because there is a greater payoff in terms of an increased number of informed consumers, or it is less costly in terms of loss in revenue of offering a price that attracts the uninformed consumers. When the size of the market increases (represented by the utility of good fit $u$), it becomes relatively more important for the firm to extract the surplus of the current informed consumers than to invest for the future, and the duration of the sale period is shortened. Finally, when the seller is more patient, it values more the future gains from the informed consumers, and chooses to offer a longer sale period. To have a sense of the implications of these results in a market setting, consider the case where the yearly interest rate is 4% (resulting in a yearly continuous interest rate of $r = 3.9\%$), a $\beta = 0.9$ (with time measured in years, resulting in about 1.7% rate of forgetting per week), a maximum percentage of informed consumers if the low price is charged forever of $\lambda/(1 + \lambda - \beta) = 96\%$, a probability of good fit of $\alpha = 10\%$, menu costs of changing prices of $0.52$ per price change (resulting in $k = \$1.04$), and 0.7% of the maximum potential revenues under three sales per year (resulting in $3k = 0.007\alpha u(\lambda/(1 + \lambda - \beta))$). This then results in optimal cycles of about 117 days, and optimal sales durations of about 20 days. For each set of parameters, one can also obtain the evolution through time of price, of unit sales, and of the fraction of informed consumers. To illustrate the role of $\lambda$, note that with $\lambda = 2$ and $\beta = 0.9$, starting with no consumers informed, one month of the sale price yields a 15% fraction of informed consumers. This value moves to 22% if $\lambda = 3$.

We now briefly discuss other possible model formulations that would yield a positive duration of sales. For this positive duration to obtain without menu costs, one needs, (1) for the high price, for the measure of informed consumers to decrease less just after the sale price is offered than after some time after the sale price is offered, and/or, (2) for the sale price, for the measure of informed consumers to increase less just when the sale price starts to be offered than when the sale price is in place after some time. Point (1) could happen, for example, if consumers are less likely to forget just after they learn about the product fit, or if the consumer can learn

---

13 Note that the optimal $z$ is close to one if $\beta$ is high enough, or if $\lambda$ or $\alpha$ is low enough.

14 As a reminder, the parameter $\beta$ in this continuous-time model has a different meaning of $\beta$ in the previous (discrete-time) section.

15 These values of menu costs of $0.52$ per price change, and 0.7% of revenues are the estimates presented in Levy et al. (1997) for the supermarket industry.
not only through experience, but also through word of mouth of the informed consumers (in a nonlinear way). The former would require considering more state variables in the model, rather than just the measure of informed consumers. The latter brings in a nonlinearity that may be seen as relatively orthogonal to the object of study. Although both effects may be present in real markets, and worth exploring in future research, modelling them can add substantial complications to the analysis.\textsuperscript{16}

5. Concluding Remarks
This paper argues that consumer learning and forgetting can generate successive sales in equilibrium. The rate of consumer forgetting affects the time interval between sales, and the duration of the sale can be affected by both the rate of learning and the menu costs of changing prices. We calibrated the model parameters for data from the supermarket industry (given the restrictive assumptions on consumer preferences), and the model can be extended to the case in which the seller carries more than one product with additional insights.

There are several aspects of the general problem that deserve attention in future research. First, it would be interesting to have a more general model of consumer preferences, and multiproduct pricing to do an in-depth empirical test of the results of the model. Second, it would be interesting to investigate what happens in competition. Some of the insights in that case may be similar to the case of competition with switching costs (as in Padilla 1995), but there may be other insights, given the consumer learning and willingness to try different products only if the price is low enough. Finally, it would be interesting to research the implications on distribution channel contracting of this consumer learning behavior leading to sales.

6. Electronic Companion
An electronic companion to this paper is available as part of the online version that can be found at http://mansci.journal.informs.org/.
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